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Adrian Oldknow

ICT – bringing maths to life
and vice versa

The DfES strategy for ICT in Schools now has the
name “Embedding ICT@Secondary”. Last Autumn
the DfES held a number of road-shows on ICT in
subjects. The mathematics show was at the Think
Tank in Birmingham on 23rd November, and was
organised in collaboration with the Mathematical
Association. 

At the BETT show in London, in January, the DfES
launched a number of subject packs. The maths
pack is called: “Embedding ICT @ Secondary Key
Stage 3 Mathematics” and has the re f e re n c e
number DfES/0806/2004. You can obtain it free

Update and introduction from 0845 60 222 60 (tel) or 0845 60 333 60 (fax)
or www. p u b l i c a t i o n s . t e a c h e rn e t . g o v.uk (online)
or dfes@prolog.uk.com (e-mail). As well as a DVD
with 6 case studies and associated lesson plans,
t h e re is a new booklet on using Interactive
WhiteBoards in secondary mathematics, and the
maths booklet and CD from the KS3 ICT Across
the Curriculum (ICTAC) pack, which draws on
exemplar lesson materials originating from a
group drawn from ATM, MA and NAMA :
http://www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/keystage3/resp
ub/ictac .

A number of other resources have been produced
through the MA for the DfES to be made available
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freely to school. These include free software from
Intel available from 

http://lgfl.skoool.co.uk/index.aspx.

There are other free lesson resources, including a
library of pictures from Richard Philips, similar to
those in his Problem Pictures collection:

http://www.problempictures.co.uk/ 
(which can be bought with e-Learning credits).
These should be soon available from Becta. 

There are regular newsletters to which you can
subscribe at:
http://www.ictadvice.org.uk/index.php?section=a
b&catcode=registration . 
A copy of the May 2004 newsletter is also posted at:
http://www.archten.croydon.sch.uk/staff/library/
ictadviceinmaths_may04.html#latest 

Online CPD materials were developed for the DfES
in the full range of KS3 subjects – known as
Enhancing Subject Teaching Using ICT – or
ESTUICT(CPD) for short. These were to have been
provided as CPD packages by companies such as
Indigo (RM), SfE and New Media/Plato, with
schools paying a fee. The new Secretary of State,
Ruth Kelly, announced that these will now be
made available free to schools (and presumably
anyone else) from this summer term. Maths
materials are shown at:

http://www.teachernet.gov.uk/wholeschool/ictis/i
ct_teaching/estuict/secondary/newmedia/ 

Ofsted reports continue to show an unacceptably
high level of poor usage of ICT in secondary
schools. 

http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/publications/index.cfm
?fuseaction=pubs.displayfile&id=3646&type=pdf 

Recent publications to support use of ICT in
mathematics teaching include:

Clark-Jeavons, A. Exciting ICT in Maths, Network
Educational Press, 2005, ISBN1-85539-191-0
£19.95 

http://www.networkpress.co.uk/ICT_Maths.html 

J o h n s t o n - Wi l d e r, S & Pimm, D. Te a c h i n g
Secondary Mathematics with ICT, Open University
Press, 2005, ISBN 0-335-21381-2 £19.99 

http://mcgraw-hill.co.uk/html/0335213812.html 

Oldknow, A. & Taylor, R., Teaching Mathematics
using ICT, 2nd edition, Continuum, ISBN 0-8264-
7059-9 £19.99 (can be ordered from Chartwell-
Yorke, 114 High Street, Belmont, Bolton,
Lancashire, BL7 8AL, England, tel (+44) (0)1204
811001, fax (+44) (0)1204 811008, email
info@chartwellyorke.com , 

http://www.chartwellyorke.com 

Information is at:
http://www.continuumbooks.com/(333wzuncdc1
kd555jygijb45)/BookDetail.aspx?BookID=9888 

The most significant new piece of software is Cabri
3D and you can download a free trial version
from:

http://www.cabri.com/web/nsite/html/software.h
tml , 

Supporting materials can be found on my website
at 
http://www.adrianoldknow.org.uk
– mainly on Page 5.

I want to illustrate some of the ideas taken from
the above.

Let’s start with the DfES roadshow, which featured
a session by Johnny Ball

Using an Interactive WhiteBoard, Johnny drew
some sketches like the one below – which
illustrates a technique for constructing a square
root geometrically, which Johnny attributed to
Descartes – but, according to Benjamin Bold, the
Ancient Greeks also had a method. 
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Sounds like a job for Dynamic Geometry Software
such as the Geometer’s Sketchpad or Cabri
Geometry II Plus – both available with e-LCs
through Curriculum Online e.g. via Chartwell-
Yorke!

Here is a Sketchpad model in which A is a “slider”
which you set to give the value of the number x
for which you want the square root, and the result
is given by the y-coordinate of B. 

Can you use this picture to prove why the
technique works every time?

If we take the locus of B as a function of A we will
have the graph of y = √x , and this is an example
of using ICT to help bridge algebra and geometry –
something which was the subject of a QCA project
in three Hampshire schools last year. The outline
report of these projects is on the QCA website at:
http://www.qca.org.uk/2998_7420.html 

The geometric result which Johnny Ball used can
be proved by similar triangles using `angles in the
same segment’ – so we are having to use some
geometric reasoning. In fact the result is a special
case of a more general result called the
`Intersecting Chord Theorem’.

If you haven’t already met it (or have forgotten it),
can you find a simple relationship between the 4
lengths a,b,c,d formed by intersecting chords AC
and BD? 

Better still, can you prove it? 

But all this has a very `maths for maths sake’ kind
of feel, doesn’t it? Could there possibly be any real-
life applications? Well suppose someone asked you
how we know whether or not the Earth is flat –
what would you say. Would it be the `Bedford
Level Experiments’ of 1838, 1870, 1901 and 1904?
This might make a fun topic for student research
and presentation? Here’s my effort!

One of the founders of the flat-earth society was
Samuel Birtley Rowbotham (1816-1884), who
called himself “Parallax” and developed what he
called the zetetic theory of flat-earthness! He used
a long straight stretch of water in Norfolk called
the Old Bedford Level (or River) at Welney, near
March. He reckoned that if the Earth was curved

Suppose you want to find the square root of 9.

(a) draw a segment of length 9
(b) extend it by a segment of length 1.
(c) draw the circle on the extended segment as 

diameter
(d) draw the chord perpendicular to the diameter

at the 9 unit mark.
(e) the square root is half the length of the chord!

But why?

when he looked down the river with a telescope
from a point six miles away from Welney Bridge
he would be able to detect if the water was flat, or
showed signs of curvature. He concluded that it
was flat, and persuaded his friend John Hamden
to offer a wager of £500 that no-one could
disprove this. 

The offer was taken up by Dr. Alfred Russel
Wallace in 1870 who set up three barges in the
river each 2 miles apart. He set a theodolite on the
first barge, and surveying poles on the other two.
He found a difference in heights between the
n e a rer and further poles, and measured the
difference to be 32 inches. So now do you have
information to calculate the value this gives for the
diameter of the Earth?

Of course the Sketchpad model shown here is not
to scale! But we can get the general idea. Using
some simplifying approximations e.g. that the
poles are parallel, and that the distance along the
c u rved river is the same as that along the
c o rresponding chord, we can apply the
intersecting chord theorem and find a formula for
the diameter.

Embedding it as a formula in a spreadsheet, we can
check the effect of changing the parameters in the
problem. Not surprisingly, Mr Hampden refused to
pay out, and the courts were unable to decide
conclusively in either party’s favour. Try varying
the `dip’ below to see the effect:

H. Yule Oldham repeated Wallace’s experiment in
1901 and reported the result - 7920 miles - to the
annual meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science. However Lady Blount
and her photographer friend, E. Clifford, fudged
photographic evidence of a repeat experiment in
1904 in an attempt to re-establish the flatness of
the Earth!

in                       mi                        mi
dip       32         river       2      Diameter              7920
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Here is a photo of a fountain in
the centre of Birm i n g h a m .
Clearly the boy and girl are
puzzling out what should be the
equation of each of the curves
followed by the water spouts!
Let’s guess that they might each
be transforms of y = x2 ! Perhaps
this is the right time to do some
physical exercises? See Bry a n
Dye’s Mathsnet for a nice idea
which I have often pinched!

http://www.mathsnet.net/
aerobics/aerobic3.html 

Here we can chose a suitable
origin and scale for axes on
which we can try graphing
d i ff e rent quadratic functions.
H e re is a realistic setting in
which we would expect the water spouts to be
well-fitted by quadratics. It provides a context
within which the transformations of graphs such
as 
y = a.f(bx + c) + d has a real application, as
well as providing very rapid visual feedback. If we
knew a physical length in the picture then we
could also do some realistic modelling, like work
out the initial velocity of the water coming out of
one of the spouts.

An example of this applied to a still image captured
from video analysis software in a PE lesson is to be
found on the DfES video case study disk included
in their KS3 Embedding ICT @ Secondary
Mathematics pack. Another example of photo-
graphs for fitting quadratic functions from Richard
Phillips’ collection is of the Clifton Suspension
Bridge. But might the cable not be an arc of a circle
instead? If so where would its centre be – can you
construct a circular fit as well as plot a quadratic?

Some of Richard Phillips’ photographs

Free software from Intel
Intel has its European manufacturing
headquarters in the Irish Republic where about
half the world’s Pentium chips are produced. A
small educational team there have produced a
number of web-based resources in maths and
science for 11-14 students following the Irish
curriculum, and these are called SKOOOL. They
have been adapted for the English KS3 curriculum
and are made freely available through the regional
broadband consortia, such as the London Grid for
L e a rning (LGfL). Over the last year the
Mathematical Association (MA) has been working
with the Intel group to develop some free web-
based software tools for the KS3 maths
curriculum. These are written in Flash, and can be
downloaded free from LGfL at:

http://lgfl.skoool.co.uk/index.aspx . 

Currently there are two separate products, both
quite suitable for work on Interactive
WhiteBoards. There is a Dynamic Numberline
application, and a Mathematical Toolkit with
features for graphing, transformation geometry
and data-handling.

These are still being developed, and improved
versions will be available soon (and still free!) Here
is an example of the number line where the ‘n’

symbol can be dragged anywhere on the line, and
the ‘a’ and ‘b’ values have been defined to depend
algebraically on ‘n’ – the challenge is to find their
formulae.

The Mathematical Toolkit has many features, one
of which is the ability to load and play a video clip,
and to use it to collect data.

Here, a video clip has been loaded. It can be
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Large TI
calculators
for IWBs

obtained from Oxford Educational Supplies for
£75 at 

https://www.studentcalculators.co.uk/acatalog/Ac
cessories.html 

or from Science Studio for £73 at

http://www.sciencestudio.co.uk/acatalog/Science_
Studio_Data_Loggers_4.html .

H e re is an example of a TI InterActive! file
showing data-lists and corresponding distance-
time scattergraph for the CBR under a spring-mass
system. Here, a sine function has been
transformed to give a reasonable fit ‘by eye’ and
the corresponding table is shown for comparison. 

The TI-83 Plus
S o f t w a re Developer
Kit (SDK) contains a
“ v i rtual” TI-83 Plus
graphical calculator
to run on your PC
which is ideal for use
with an Interactive
Whiteboard. You can
download it fre e
from: 

http://education.ti.co
m/us/resources/devel
oper/83/hilight/hilig
ht.html

‘single-stepped’ and data-points can be placed over
the image. Using the ‘Graphing’ tab, a function can
be fitted ‘by eye’ to the data points.

The ‘charting’ tool allows a variety of charts to be
produced for different data types, such as box-plots
and scattergrams. The ‘2D shape creation’ tool
allows you to define a variety of geometric objects
using coordinates, and to transform. 

Data loggers and TI
Interactive!
One of the two KS3 case studies on the DfES video
is of a Year 8 class using motion detectors and
laptops to collect distance-time graphs from their
own activities. The materials to accompany the
lesson are part of the additional resources to be
made freely available to schools later this year. The
software used is called TI InterActive! which can
be bought with e-Learning Credits. A review I
wrote on it for ATM’s Micromath can be found at:

http://www.atm.org.uk/reviews/software/tiinterac
tive.html. 

A full school licence costs just £235. For
C u rriculum OnLine just follow the Te x a s
Instruments link from:

http://www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/Subjects/Ma
/browselist.htm?taxonid=1253&hid=3002152&na
vid=3050563 .

The CBR data-logger can be used with either a TI
graphical calculator or with a PC. They can be

Cabri 3D

The latest TI calculator is called the TI-84 and you
can find a review of it on the ATM website (and in
Micromath 21.1)

http://www.atm.org.uk/reviews/equipment/ti86g
raphiccalculator.html 

TI have recently announced new software, called
TI-Smartview, which is an on-screen emulator.

http://education.ti.com/us/product/accessory/vs/f
eatures/smartview.html 

http://education.ti.com/us/product/accessory/vs/f
eatures/smartviewfaq.html .

The most significant new piece of software is Cabri
3D and you can download a free trial version from: 

http://www.cabri.com/web/nsite/html/
software.html. 

Supporting materials are on my website at 

http://www.adrianoldknow.org.uk 
– mainly on Page 5. A site licence from Chartwell-
Yorke costs £266: 

http://www.chartwellyorke.com/cabri3d/cabri3d.
html 

Here is a perspective view of a cube. 

What shape is the plane section shown? 

Are its edges all the same length?

Are its diagonals the same length?

Is it a plane of symmetry? 

What is a plane of symmetry?

Do the reflections of the vertices of the square base
in this plane match up with the other 4 vertices of
the cube?

Where are the planes of symmetry?

How many are there?

In order to get a feel for some of the things we can
do with Cabri 3D you need first to download and
install the current free trial version. This will
enable you to load file with ‘.cg3’ extensions i.e.
ones already created in Cabri 3D. You will now be
able to interact with these, to extend or amend
them and to create new ones. Use the pull-down
menus to choose the operation e.g. `midpoint’ and
then use the mouse to identify the re q u i re d
objects, such as two points or a segment. Use the
right-mouse button when selecting an object to
change its appearance e.g. colour, size, thickness
etc. Use the right-mouse button away from any
object to spin the image in ‘space’ while keeping its
correct perspective view.

Use the link under NEW on my home page to
download my introduction to Cabri 3D. Go to the
Chartwell-Yorke site to download an introduction
by Kate Mackrell:

http://www.chartwellyorke.com/cabri3d/introtoca
bri3d.htm

A file created with Cabri 3D can be embedded as
an object into an html file for a web-page, or into
Word, Excel, Powerpoint etc. Such objects can be
manipulated and spun by anyone with the
necessary Cabri extensions to XML loaded and
registered. These are automatically provided when
you install the free trial version of Cabri 3D, and
remain effective even when the trial software
period has expired. You can experiment with the
tetrahedron net on page 5 of my website, and also
download some of the Powerpoint files.

H e re is an octahedron (yellow) with four
tetrahedra (red, blue, green and grey) erected on
four of its faces to form a tetrahedron of twice the
size of the originals. So four tetrahedral and an
octahedron fill the same space as eight (= 23)
tetrahedra. So an octedron has the same volume as
four tetrahedra of the same edge length.
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on their own, it looks as they will do if they work
together.

Not sure, though – maybe it’s six octahedra and
eight tetrahedra? What do you think? 

I wonder if there is any crystal stru c t u re in
c h e m i s t ry or geology that show this kind of
formation? What are cordierites I wonder?

See you in Bristol – at
ICTMT7
The seventh International Conference on
Technology in Mathematics Teaching takes place
this July (26th – 29th) in Bristol and is a
collaboration between the John Cabot City
Technology College and the University of Bristol.
Register now at: http://ictmt7.org/ 

See you all there!

Adding another four tetrahedral on the remaining
(yellow) faces of the octahedron gives a double
tetrahedron. There seem to be some nice sized
holes in which to nest some more tetrahedra!

Well, that looks to me as if three octahedra and
three tetrahedra will fit together to lie on a plane,
and six of each should surround any point. So,
while neither tetrahedra nor octahedra fill space
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